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Contains three manuscripts: Making Money Online with Your Camera, Special Tips and Techniques

for Taking Amazing Pictures, and Real Estate Photography. This book contains valuable information

on starting your own photography business. It's truly an advantage if you are a photographer by

profession, but if not, it doesn't mean that you could not open your own small business. This book

can help you get the ball rolling with your startup. Despite the fact that people now own smart

phones with great cameras, nothing can beat the skill of a professional photographer - they just

know the nuts and bolts of taking photos, editing, and printing. They know about the correct angle,

the right amount of light, and even the appropriate gesture and expression. Professional

photographers are just more organized, more effective, and they give better-looking images that you

can proudly post online. I know that starting a photography business - any business, in fact - is not a

walk in the park. It's also not roses and rainbows; there will be difficulties along the way and maybe

at one point you might even think of quitting. Lower your chances of being discouraged by being

equipped - one way to do that is to read, savor, and finish this book. Here are a few things you will

learn from this book: What to sell How to market your products Tips to ensure sales Mistakes to

avoid Choosing the right camera for you Learning how to use a DSLR camera How and when to

adjust your camera's shutter speed, white balance, and ISO Tips for creating pleasing

photocompositions Building your business structure Strategizing your business location Real estate

photography tips And much, much more!
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Have been wanting to start my own photography business for some time, and after reading this

34-day success book, I have finally found a way to get my business started and off the ground. The

book is very informative, with life lessons on the do's and do not, and is very practical.The reality,

there is no sure way of success in starting one's own business, but, this book gives you the tools

and knowledge in plain understanding on how one should approach photography as a

business.Highly recommend. Have started putting some of the practices in place that are suggested

and, they have been favorable. With this book in hand and your own determination, I believe you

can succeed in your endeavor.

The whole concept of 'loading out' before you attempt any business, and knowing what you are

selling to make you an authority in your product even works online. Personally, I think it can become

easier, because you can sell in your boxers instead of a tie. This is very helpful to get an idea of

what the startup costs will likely be. It then covers actual business components, such as getting an

LLC, advertising, competitive research, and finances. It was quite refreshing to know that you can

start small and fairly inexpensive-you don't even need a website at first, just a blog and a Facebook

page!

This is a great book on Photography Business.All of the things, tips and guides that I need to know

about Making Money Online with my Camera are already included and well written inside. T

Whitmore has done an incredible awesome job in compiling and creating this book.Also the unique

part of this book is the compilations of the Tips for creating pleasing photocompositions & Real

Estate Photography tips. Very informative, useful and well explained.This book is really a great

resource for those who want to learn more about Photography Business.

Great guide to take your passion seriously and earn a great money from it. In this book you will find

everything you need to be a professional photographer and how you can take great pictures and

hoe to can use your skills to make money to fund your beginners need to continue photography,

within a time while you have all the abilities you can make great money from it. The author also

include a whole book about making money from real estate photography which one i found very

interesting and worth a read to think something big about my career.

This is a great book for the amateurs who wants take photography seriously and wan't to earn some

serious cash from it, after reading book, you will know how you want to start, as well as have the



confidence to make your business succeed. Get started, so you no longer have to wait to make

money off of the art you have created or the artists you have discovered. Most of the information in

this book is targeted towards you being the photographer, as well as the business owner.

My son is great as a photographer, and, so far, he has several awards for his work. He wants to

become a professional, and to earn money on this way. This set of books I took for him. These

books offer a lot of great information, and they contain really great explanations! Books are very

good for beginners, but also for those who already have experience in photographing.

The information contained in this book is just as easy to digest and implement. I looked at the

internet for simple tips and tricks that I can apply on my camera. I saw this book while looking for

guides in photography. I read the book and I think it covers pretty much everything one needs to

know when starting a photography business so I would definitely recommend it.

I think this is really an interesting topic to learn since photography seems to be very popular

nowadays. If you have passion in taking pictures this book bundle will surely enhance your skills

and eventually use them to earn money. You will be able to learn a lot of tips and strategies as well

as tools you need to be a great photographer.
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